
Call of the Sea 

Chapter 11 – We awoke at 0500 this morning to get underway for Bodega Bay, CA. Latitude 380 

19.8’N and Longitude 1230 03.4’W.  We started our voyage at Latitude 460. Since one degree is equal 

to 60 nautical miles, at the end of the day we will have traveled about 500 nautical miles south since we 

left the Colombia River.  Over a three month period that may not seem like a lot, but travel and life goes 

slowly when cruising on a sailboat.  That is why we do it! 

After being in Ft Bragg for three weeks it was like starting the trip over.   We departed the narrow 

harbor in the dark at 0630.   The channel lights both aided and hindered our departure as they lighted 

they way in the near channel, but darkened the dark ocean as a result of reducing our night vision.  

Aided by our radar and GPS displays we were finally made it back to where all good boats and sailors 

belong, at sea. 

With no fog for a change, the day’s drive south 

was pleasant.   To add to the pleasure, the sun 

was shining with not a cloud in the sky. 

Pre-planning of a trip has been something I 

pay a lot of attention to as it drives the safety 

of the voyage.  Unfortunately, spending three 

weeks in Ft Bragg resulted in my not paying 

attention to Sunset time I had printed on the 

planning sheet.  On prior trips sunset was 

much later in the day. While sitting in Ft Bragg 

for three weeks, sunset was now an hour 

earlier.   This fact became apparent as the sun 

was sinking into the horizon while we were still an hour away from Bodega Bay.  Clearly a shame on me! 

Bodega bay channel is very long and very narrow.  Cruising guides highly recommend that boaters not 

try to navigate into the harbor at night.  But, here we were headed for a night entry to Bodega Bay as a 

result of poor planning on my part.    

We entered the Bodega Bay channel at dusk.  We were still an hour away from Spud Point Marina and it 

would be real dark within a few minutes.  We reduced speed and watched the channel markers closely.  

The channel markers were steel pilings (posts) on either side of the channel spaced about 200 yards 

apart.   It is amazing how dark it can be with no moon in the middle of a mass of water.   The real 

challenge was that only every 3rd pole had a flashing light and the channel was only 40 yards wide.   We 

would have no problem missing the poles with the flashing lights, but the un-lit poles disappeared into 

the night’s darkness.  My wife Pat and I watched both sides of the boat from opposite rails and only 

came close to hitting two of the un-lit steel poles during the channel transit. 



Finally at 2044, 8:44 PM we pulled into Bodega Bay’s Spud Point Marina. 

 Bodega Bay being where the Alfred Hitchcock movie the birds was filmed we thought some sightseeing 

might be in order.   

The next morning we walked into town.  On the way we passed a swampy area with thousands of birds 

chirping.   It had to have been the sound effect reordered by Alfred Hitchcock’s “The Birds” way back in 

1963.   We saw a sunken sailboat leaning on it’s 

side about a mile toward sea and just outside the 

channel.   Our night’s voyage could have been 

worse.  We had not see that sunken boat as we 

drove through the channel the night before.  

Instead of the sightseeing adventure, my old boss 

asked me to come back and train my replacement 

for the next two weeks.   Spud Point Marina is a 

very secure marina with a guard 24 by 7.   As a 

result my adventure became the four taxi rides to 

and from the airport in route to Oregon and Idaho.   

Pat cleaned the boat and prepared to get underway 

again.   

Spud Point Marina is primarily a commercial fishing marina.  Our estranged mast sticking up in the array 

of various types of commercial fishing vessels resulted in a lot of folks stopping by to check out the 

strange boat in the harbor.   We did meet a few other boaters that were hoping to live the dream when 

the kids graduated from high school.  The staffs at Spud point were very nice people and took good care 

of Pat while I was working.   We plan to stop back at Bodega Bay on the way back to the northwest and 

this time maybe even do some sightseeing next time.   Pat tells me that during the two weeks she sat in 

the harbor it became clear that the real name is Blowdega Bay as the boat rocked continuously for two 

weeks.   The good news is Pat got her sea legs in Bodega Bay.  

We are “Living our Dream”.   
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